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Q1 - Implicit Function Theorem (Insurance Demand S. 10)

What does it state?
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Q2 - Concerning Exercise 20 d) (Session 9)

i) Why does p10h ⇤ 10 + p
30
h ⇤ 30 = (p10h + p

30
h ) ⇤ 10 + p

30
h ⇤ 20

hold?

ii) Why did you choose costs of 10 in b)? Shouldn’t it be 20
since all costs above 20 are covered?

iii) Why did you choose costs of 2 and 20 in c)? Shouldn’t it be 2
and 22?

iv) Could you explain the implications again?

v) Why are there lower incentives to engage in risk selection due
the risk adjustment scheme in b and c?
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i)

(p10h + p
30
h ) ⇤ 10 + p

30
h ⇤ 20 = p

10
h ⇤ 10 + p

30
h ⇤ 10 + p

30
h ⇤ 20

=p
10
h ⇤ 10 + p

30
h ⇤ (10 + 20) = p

10
h ⇤ 10 + p

30
h ⇤ 30

ii) 10 is less than 20.

iii) It should and this is also what we wrote down in the session.

iv) We should have in mind that di↵erent ways of designing these
risk adjustment schemes result in di↵erent incentives for
insurances to insure high/low risk people. Optimally, we would
like to find a risk adjustment scheme that leads to the
incentive to engage in risk selection being very low (so that
everyone will easily get an insurance and nobody is left out).

v) Because the di↵erence in expected costs between the two
groups decreases.

nebeneinanderliegend



Q3 - Further Exercises

How or where can we get further exercises?
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You can consult the book by Zweifel, Breyer and Kifmann.
You will find many exercises there. Keep in mind that they
might use a notation di↵erent from the one in the lecture.

Also, you can take the exercises you have and solve them for
di↵erent parameters. For example, you could change the utility
function and use a utility function given in another exercise.

Try to fully understand how to solve the exercises and why the
solution presented is actually a solution to the problem (as
opposed to just try and learn the presented solution by heart).
Useful exercise: Look at a specific exercise from the lecture
and cover the solution given in the exercise session. Think
about how you would approach solving this exercise and
maybe start to actually solve it on an empty page. Only
AFTER you have settled on your approach, compare your idea
with the solution. This gives you a good indication of how
much of the material you actually understood.



Q4 - Exercise 13 b) (Session 6)

Can you show the whole calculation method?
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Q5 - Exercise 32 (Session 12)

Can you show the whole calculation method as well as the
derivative?

Why is s minimized?

For p > 1, why don’t we always choose (p � 1)/�?

b): Why is the average cost calculation important?

c) why looks the plot you draw like this? Why is there a third
part which is defined by M + �p � 1/y?
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I did not leave anything out in this exercise. You should
definitely know that the derivative of a polynomial of the form
a ⇤ xn is given by a ⇤ n ⇤ xn�1.

Because in case 1 in c), more s is always worse for the
physician (derivative negative)

The physician has only time 1 available to work. If she already
works full time, no more inducement is possible.

In order to know how the line continues after � = M is reached

This is after the point where the minimum switches from one
value to the other (s will take the value p�1

� from there on).

→ So it maxim izes utility in this case



Q6 - Exercise 26 (Session 10)

a): Why do we assume M=0?

c): You got 2,875 + 5/2 as a result. In our learning group, we
got 2,625 + 5/2. Can we calculate this together?

We don't
.

✓



Q7 - Fixed coverage model

Can we discuss the derivation of MC and AC again?

→ Questions about the lecture can be askeed in

the last lecture (Febmary 2,2022)



Q8 - Advantageous Selection and Adverse Selection

How to compute who will buy insurance in both cases? Lower
limit vs. upper limit of the continuum?!

How to distinguish between adverse and advantageous
selection?

Underinsurance with advantageous selection possible?

With adverse selection and administrative costs, the MC and
AC curve are shifted upwards, leading to less insured people.
Can we say that the situation with administrative costs is less
e�cient than without because less people are insured?

No
.

It is effizient to insane a person whenvorher WTP is above the

social cost of inSwing.

⇒ even through less people are
ihsured

,
the Situation could still

be effizient
(So auswer is: No . )
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Q9 - RS Model

For small � and when pooling improves on the RS solution
candidate, why can’t we have an equilibrium?

When genetic tests are available and results can be used, why
can the low type get a full coverage contract?

g.
1
.

RS - Candidate no equilibrium because there is profitable
poolihg contract

2. This pooling Contract
can also never be on equilibrium

(you South:| in
the lecture/Screen(ast)

↳ Because in this case
,

the insuran a can Shop the high

riik types from buyiug the low riäsks ' Contract

(you weed a low - risk - test to bug them)



Q10 - First model of SID (Slide 8)

Why does
@
p

p⇤(M/�+s)
@s =

p
p

2
p

M/�+s
hold?

TIEF = Tp . Es

⇒ d%%Ä_ = t.DE?-=r.#--- ✓



Q11 - Exc. 10 c) (Session 5)

Why are marginal costs defined by the integral?

The comment on this Slide was ONLY addoessed to those

people who were Surprise by the fern
"

marginal cost "

in this setting . otherwise
,
this Comment can be iguored!



Q12 - Exc. 12

What is the di↵erence between positive profits and a contract that
is profitable in the RS equilibrium?

1- contract is always profitable with respect to some other

Contract . When this contract in question yiecds Zero profits,

then there is no difference
.



Q13 - Lecture on Genetic Tests (Selection S. 26)

What does it mean that on a benchmark tests are impossible and
why are tests impossible?

§
"

extreme case
"



Q14 - Exc. 22 d) (Session 9)

How can you build the derivative of WTP? And why is it now that
with adverse selection WTP is increasing and for advantageous
selection WTP is decreasing ? I tought it is like the opposite that
with adverse selection it is decreasing and for advantageous it is
increasing ...

µ
With the Kelp of a Computerprogramm

Ior much time)

No ! It is connect in the drawiug .



Q15 - Exc 26 a) (Session 10)

Why dont you include the cons in the partial derivative for the
marginal benefit?

As aus = 4- t and DIE = - 1
,
the cost of

treafueuf is 1 and is induded in the calcalafion
.



Q16 - Exc. 31 (Session 12)

b) Why does the premium depend on the probability of a long
stay and not of a short stay? And why is the equation for
prob. of long stay like you write it in the solution for b) ?

c) Why do we have to resolve to alpha here ?

prob . long Stag =
1 - prob. short day , they depend

on each other

and theatre you only weed
to compute one

The probability night a priori depend on the ihsurer 's perception /

expertise .

This is why we use this in the cdcalafion
.



Q17 - Lecture on Moral Hazard, S. 18

We wrote down that some people are forward looking. What does
it mean? What was the point?

Thesen people auticipafed traf they will remain
in the

deductible region of the Contract
for the remaining year (

Hase people =

those that enrollend bete in the year), and
due to Morel Hazard ,

their initial Chaim s were low in there remaining mouth.

⇒ forward- looking



General exam questions

Can we use a dictionary?

Can we write our answers in german?

Round results on how many decimal places?

In the exercise session, some tasks were set, to which the
answer required a mathematical proof. In the exam, would an
answer that paraphrases the logic of the argument but does
not present the mathematical proof still be a valid answer
with full points?

Ask the examination office .

NO
.

3 plans

No



Mock Exam, Exc. 2 b) - Moral Hazard

A consumer behaves as if maximizing the utility function
u(t) = consumption(t)� (s � t)2, where s 2 [0, 5] is the health
state of the consumer and t 2 [0, s] is the money amount spent on
treatment. The consumer has an insurance that has a zero
copayment rate up to treatment expenditures of 2 and a
copayment rate of 0.5 for treatment expenditures above 2, i.e. the
insurance pays t to the consumer if t  2 and 2 + 1

2(t � 2) if
t > 2. Assume that the initial wealth of the consumer is 10 and
the insurance premium is 4. consumption is all the money the
consumer has left over (after paying his insurance premium and his
contribution to the treatment expenses), i.e. consumption = 10� 4
if t  2 and consumption = 10� 4� 1

2(t � 2) if t > 2.

i) Determine the optimal treatment choice as a function of the
health state. (12 points)



Mock Exam, Exc. 2 b) - Moral Hazard (cont.)

ii) Why can insurance contracts like the one above be used to
empirically test whether moral hazard is relevant? (Also
explain why this does not depend on the specific functional
form of the utility function.) (7 points)



Solution to i) - Alternative 1: Heuristic Approach

Marginal utility of treatment is 2(s � t) (given t  s) or zero (for
t > s). Marginal out of pocket expenses (=marginal costs of
treatment) are either 0 (for t < 2) or 1/2 (for t > 2). At the
optimal treatment choice, marginal utility has to equal the
marginal cost of treatment. Solution candidates are therefore
t = s, t = 2 and t = s � 1/4. For s  2, t = s is clearly optimal
(u(t) = consumption(t)� (s � t)2 and consumption(t) is weakly
decreasing in t and the costs are zero for s = t). For s 2 (2, 2.25],
2 is closer to s than s � 1

4 , making the choice of 2 optimal in this
case. This yields

t(s) =

8
><

>:

s if s  2

2 if s 2 (2, 2.25]

s � 1/4 else.



Solution to i) - Alternative 2: Mathematical Approach

We can also just take the standard approach and maximize the
utility function with respect to t. However, we have to note that
the utility function looks di↵erent for t  2 and t > 2 and there
might be corner solutions. Hence, we have to solve the following
two problems:

1. for t  2: maxt 10� 4� (s � t)2

FOC : �2(s � t) ⇤ (�1) = 2(s � t)
!
= 0

, t = s (only consistent for s  2)

2. for t > 2: maxt 10� 4� 1
2(t � 2)� (s � t)2

FOC : �1

2
+ 2(s � t)

!
= 0

, s =
1

4
+ t , t = s � 1

4
(only consistent for s > 2.25)



Solution to i) - Alternative 2: Mathematical Approach

(cont.)

But what happens for s 2 (2, 2.25]?! To answer this, we have to
compare the utilities from the two solution candidates from above
and the corner solution t=2 in these cases.

u(t = s) = 6� 1

2
(s � 2)� 0 = 6� s � 2

2

u(t = s � 1

4
) = 6� (

1

4
)2

u(t = 2) = 6� (s � 2)2
- optimal

for SEK; 2,25]



Solution to ii)

The model underlying moral hazard, i.e. a consumer chooses
treatment to maximize expected utility taking financial
consequences explicitly into account, predicts bunching at the kink.
More precisely, suppose health states are distributed with some
density. Then the distribution of treatment choices will spike at
t = 2 (and follow a continuous distribution for other values)
because all patients with s 2 [2, 2.25] choose this treatment level.
If there was no moral hazard, i.e. if treatment choice was only
driven by medical necessity and did not depend on payments, then
there should not be spikes at kink points of the insurance tari↵.
The functional form of the utility is irrelevant because at a kink
point k the marginal out-of-pocket-price jumps up (say from 0 to
c) and therefore all consumers whose marginal utility of treatment
at k is between 0 and c will consume treatment equal to k. This is
a mass while for all other treatments it is not.



Solution to ii) - Graphical intuition

÷:

:
"



Mock Exam - Exc. 1 c)

Discuss the welfare implications of genetic tests for insurance
markets.

Points you could mention here:
Arguments on welfare reduction

The risk of having bad genetics can not be insured anymore

Arguments on an increase in welfare

People might change their behavior when they learn their high
risk (stop smoking, ...)

Tests could allow treatment before the disease breaks out

Some conclusion weighing the pros and cons


